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By Sandeep Jauhar

Farrar Straus Giroux, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 206 x 137 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Intern is Dr. Sandeep Jauhar s story of his days and nights in
residency at a busy hospital in New York City, a trial that led him to question his every assumption
about medical care today. Residency and especially its first year, the internship is legendary for its
brutality, and Jauhar s experience was even more harrowing than most. He switched from physics
to medicine in order to follow a more humane calling only to find that his new profession often had
little regard for patients concerns. He struggled to find a place among squadrons of cocky residents
and doctors. He challenged the practices of the internship in The New York Times, attracting the
suspicions of the medical bureaucracy. Then, suddenly stricken, he became a patient himself and
came to see that today s high-tech, high-pressure medicine can be a humane science after all.
Jauhar s beautifully written memoir explains the inner workings of modern medicine with rare
candor and insight.
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This published book is wonderful. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly

Good e-book and helpful one. It can be writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this book to
find out.
-- O z ella  B a tz-- O z ella  B a tz
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